
TRI-FUEL/LOW PRESSURE CONVERSION KIT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions give a general outline on installation procedures for adapting
gasoline engines to also run on propane and natural gas. These instructions are kept

brief for simplicity and we recommend that the installation should be done by a service
personnel. Please be aware of the safety regulations as outlined in the National Fire

protection Association pamphlets 58, 37 and 5050. There may be additional government
recommendations and safety rules in your locality which must be met with those listed

above.
***IMPORTANT***

Equipment must be installed, operated and maintained in accordance with
federal, state and local codes. The installation in most states must also

comply with NFPA 54 and NFPA 58 standards. Only personnel trained in the
proper procedures, codes, standards and regulations of the LP-Gas industry

shall install and service this equipment.
IF THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE, THE KIT CAN BE RETURNED FOR A FULL REFUND

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS CAN BE
FOUND ON WWW.NASHFUEL.COM

REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST!
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT US FIRST

Phone: 859-881-0509 (call or text)
Email: jerry@nashfuel.com

www.nashfuel.com

mailto:jerry@nashfuel.com
http://www.nashfuel.com


GENERIC PACKING LIST FOR TRI-FUEL ADAPTER
P/N: IMP-039-122

LOCATION: BR1S1B3
QTY: 1

P/N: SLW25
LOCATION:
BR1S2B6

QTY: 2

P/N: SHCS2508Z5
LOCATION: BR1S2B7

QTY: 2

P/N: A17032900UX0102
LOCATION: GBS3B11

QTY: 2

P/N: WTH90006-500R / LP06
LOCATION: HRL7

QTY: 30”

P/N: ACC3-02
LOCATION:
BR1S2B8

QTY: 2

P/N: 520-02
LOCATION: BR1S2B5

QTY: 1

P/N: 20031M
LOCATION: BR1S2B11

QTY: 1

P/N: GENERIC
LOCATION: SHED

QTY: 1

P/N: SE-5
LOC: BR1S2B9

QTY: 1

P/N: 1140357
LOC: GBS5B19

QTY: 4

INSTRUCTIONS

P/N: BQ-HP08
LOCATION: HRL8

QTY: 36”

P/N: P41-88
LOC: BR1S2B4

QTY: 2

P/N: 48-86
LOCATION: BR1S2B4

QTY: 1

P/N: 48-812
LOCATION: BR1S2B3

QTY: 1

P/N: ME1654
LOCATION: BR1S2B1

QTY: 1

P/N: MEGR-230
LOC: BR1S1B4

QTY: 1



GENERIC PACKING LIST FOR LOW PRESSURE ADAPTER
P/N: IMP-039-122

LOCATION: BR1S1B3
QTY: 1

P/N: SLW25
LOCATION:
BR1S2B6

QTY: 2

P/N: SHCS2508Z5
LOCATION: BR1S2B7

QTY: 2

P/N: A17032900UX0102
LOCATION: GBS3B11

QTY: 2

P/N: WTH90006-500R / LP06
LOCATION: HRL7

QTY: 30”

P/N: ACC3-02
LOCATION:
BR1S2B8

QTY: 2

P/N: 520-02
LOCATION: BR1S2B5

QTY: 1

P/N: 20031M
LOCATION: BR1S2B11

QTY: 1

P/N: GENERIC
LOCATION: SHED

QTY: 1

P/N: SE-5
LOC: BR1S2B9

QTY: 1

P/N: 1140357
LOC: GBS5B19

QTY: 4

INSTRUCTIONS

GENERIC PACKING SLIP FOR DFNV KITS. SEE PAGE 8 FOR INSTRUCTIONS
P/N: IMP-039-122

LOCATION: BR1S1B3
QTY: 1

P/N: SLW25
/SHCS2508Z5

LOC: BR1S2B6 /
BR1S2B7

QTY: 2 EACH

P/N: SHCS2508Z5
LOCATION: BR1S2B7

QTY: 2

P/N: 20031M
LOCATION: BR1S2B11

QTY: 1

P/N: WTH90006-500R / LP06
LOCATION: HRL7

QTY: 30”

P/N: ACC3-02
LOCATION:
BR1S2B8

QTY: 2

P/N: 520-02
LOCATION: BR1S2B5

QTY: 1

P/N: 116-6 QTY: 1
LOC: GBS5B10

P/N: 139-66 QTY: 1
LOC: GBS4B7



ADAPTER INSTALLATION
All adapter conversion kits use the same basic installation procedure. The venturi adapter
will mount between the carburetor and the air cleaner. (see next page for illustration)

1. Remove the air cleaner assembly.
2. Install stud extensions or replace existing studs with longer studs (unless kit provided has
barrel nuts, these will install last)
3. Install gasket onto studs against the gasoline carburetor
4. Slide the adapter onto the studs (make note of the flow direction on the adapter)
5. Install vapor hose onto the venturi barb
6. Re-install the air cleaner assembly (if using barrel nuts anchor the airbox back on, use
washers between the airbox and barrel nuts if needed for gap)

The venturi adapter will push the air cleaner out on average ⅝”. On some engines, the
crankcase ventilation hose may be too short. If an extension tube is not included in the kit,
you will need to provide your own. This can not be plugged.

Sometimes the frame design on the generator will not allow the air cleaner assembly to be
re-installed, in this case the frame will need to be modified. Contact us before frame
modification, we may have alternatives. The air flow direction through the venturi is
extremely important, the largest cavity should be mounted toward the carburetor. The
adapter should have a flow direction on it, if it does and you are unsure, contact us.

REGULATOR INSTALLATION
The demand regulator (KN) can be mounted where convenient within 36” of the venturi
adapter in any position except flat. A generic bracket has been provided (use tapped ports
on bottom) or you can use the tabs on the sides for installation. Make sure the primer button
is not compressed with installation.

If you have a tri-fuel conversion kit, a small single stage regulator is included, this is used to
bring the tank pressure of a 20lb - 100lb vapor tank down to around 13” wc (0.5psi). A POL
connection is included for the tank, works on all vapor tanks and is left hand thread. Install
this regulator at the tank and run the supplied line down to the demand regulator.

If you are running natural gas, feed the natural gas directly into the demand regulator, use a
ball valve at the connection you are tapping into and shut off when not in use. Minimum inlet
pressure is 9”wc and maximum inlet pressure is 13.8”wc, if you are above or below this
please contact us.







FIRST START INSTRUCTIONS
These are basic first start instructions and are only a basis to work with. Every engine is
different and will require specific tuning before the engine runs correctly. If you have any
problems, you can contact us for help. Please make sure all fittings are assembled with the
included alternative fuel rated tape and leak tested before continuing.

1. Make sure the gasoline supply is in the OFF position (or tank is empty) and the engine
choke should be in the RUN position for adapter kits, never use the choke with adapter kits.
If your engine has an electrical ON/OFF switch, flip it to the ON position.
2. Unscrew the adjustment on the load block completely until it comes out. Re-install 2-3
turns.
3. Turn your alternative fuel supply on and press the primer button for one second or less
4. Attempt to start the engine. If the engine does not start, you may need to adjust the load
block in or out and re-prime if necessary (this step may need to be repeated several times to
get the engine to run well enough to
proceed to the next step
5. Once the engine is running, put a full, or near full load on the engine. Turn the load block
clockwise (lean) until the engine begins to lose power, then turn the load block
counter-clockwise (rich) to where the engine runs best, lock the jam nut.
6. This next step does not work on all generators. Some units will not operate at idle or with
eco mode on.
If the engine has the ability to idle down, let the engine slow down to an idle. Adjust the idle
gas needle screw (if possible on the gasoline carburetor) to where the engine runs smooth.
To set the proper idle speed, adjust the idle air adjustment on the throttle shaft. Do not
attempt to set the idle speed with the gas mixture adjustment.
Following these steps the engine should run well under full load or no load. If you have
problems starting or running, the load block may need adjustment.

DUAL FUEL OPERATION
The adapter method normally allows the use of alternative fuels OR gasoline. To run your
engine on an alternative fuel, simply turn off the gasoline supply. Most generators will have a
valve at the bottom of the gasoline tank. Turn the valve to the off position and run the engine
until gasoline in the carburetor is depleted. If the generator does not have this option you
will need to install one or empty the tank when switching to alternative fuels.Some engines
do not run well on gasoline after the adapter is installed due to the reduced air flow. Older
gasoline carburetors have adjustments to compensate for this, most newer carburetors
unfortunately do not. If your carburetor does not have the adjustments and it runs poorly on
gasoline, it may be necessary to remove the adapter to run on gasoline.



THIS PAGE IS FOR NATURAL GAS UPGRADE KITS (DFNV)



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION









ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR ALUMINUM ADAPTERS







PROPANE TANKS GENERAL INFORMATION
● Propane tanks can only be safely filled to 80%, the other 20% allows for pressure fluctuation with

temperature change
● Propane is always stored under pressure as a liquid and boils at -44°
● Above -44° the upper portion of the tank will be vapor, the lower portion will settle as a liquid
● Tank design determines if the valve draws liquid or vapor
● Tank pressure unregulated will average 30-250psi (dependent on temperature)
● You can not accurately measure how much propane is in a tank by pressure, you have to measure

the liquid propane level via float gauge, sonar or by weight.
● Tank orientation is very important for vapor AND liquid tanks

VAPOR TANKS
Vapor tanks are designed to draw the boiling vapor from the surface of liquid in the tank. Vapor tanks will have a 1-5/16”
acme or female POL connection. Sizes can range from 1lb to 100lb, bulk tanks that sit outside of a home and will also
include RV tanks. Figure A shows a common 20lb grill tank. The yellow color represents vapor propane. Appliances,

torches, small engines and other applications use vapor propane and will NOT work with liquid propane. Figure B shows
a 20lb tank that has been set horizontally, you can see that the tank will now draw liquid which is not safe and will not
work with vapor applications. Figure C shows a purpose built horizontal vapor tank, brackets welded on for horizontal
mounting and an internal tube that draws vapor in a horizontal application. Figure D shows standard 1lb (disposable)

tanks, these also draw vapor. Finally figure E shows a bulk tank that would sit outside of a home. These tanks also draw
vapor and usually have a regulator under the lid to bring the pressure down before going to the house. Some tanks also

have an optional liquid draw valve (tube shown on the left going to the bottom of the tank to draw liquid)

LIQUID TANKS
Liquid tanks are designed to draw liquid propane at all times. Liquid tanks normally have a 1-¼” acme connection but will
sometimes have different connections depending on the application. Liquid tank sizes are commonly 33.5lb and 43.5lb

used with forklift and industrial applications but can come in smaller and larger sizes, usually there is a clear marker near
the service valve that will say LIQUID. Another example of a liquid draw tank would be an autogas tank found on

automotive applications that run on propane. Figure A shows a forklift tank standing vertically. The tank has a tube
welded internally that goes to the bottom of the tank to draw liquid standing vertically. Figure B shows the same tank

laying on its side, positioned correctly the tank will still draw liquid.





















Quick reference guide to differences between
generator and small engine conversion kits

THREE PAGES
Low pressure venturi conversion kit
Average cost: $149

This is the most common kit available. This
allows you to install a thin venturi adapter
between the carburetor and the airbox. This
will allow the engine to run on gasoline, low
pressure propane or natural gas. Common
pressure is 9-13”wc but can be custom built
for other pressures. This will NOT connect
directly to a BBQ tank or a 100lb tank.

Tri-fuel venturi conversion kit
Average cost: $189

This like the low pressure conversion kit has
a venturi adapter and allows you to run your
engine on gasoline, low pressure propane or
low pressure natural gas. This kit also
includes the tank connection, single/twin
stage pressure regulator and low pressure
high volume hose required to use a BBQ tank
or a 100lb tank. This kit does NOT work with
forklift tanks.

DFNV natural gas upgrade kit
Average cost: $119

These kits are specifically designed for use
with generators that are DUAL FUEL from the
factory. These generators have an alternative
fuel port built into the carburetor so an
additional venturi is usually not required. This
converts a propane/gasoline generator into a
natural gas/gasoline generator. Designed to
work with the 9-13”wc pressure range but
again can be built for different pressures.



DFNV natural gas upgrade kit
Average cost: $139

This kit is ONLY used if you have a generator
that is DUAL FUEL from the factory that has
a failed propane system.

High pressure venturi
Vapor propane conversion kit
Average cost: $209

This kit is most commonly used with
industrial, mower, cart, etc applications. This
is designed for use in rough environments
with heavy use. This kit will connect directly
to a BBQ or 100lb tank and regulates and
controls the fuel all within the T60 regulator.
This will NOT work with liquid propane and it
will NOT work with natural gas. You can still
run the engine on gasoline with this kit
installed on most units.

Low pressure SPUD conversion kit
Average cost: $139

This allows you to take your OEM carburetor
and modify it (usually requires drilling and
sometimes tapping) for use with low pressure
propane or low pressure natural gas in the
9-13”wc range. Commonly used on RV
applications with enclosed, tight cases. You
will LOSE the ability to run gasoline with this
conversion kit.



High/low pressure SPUD conversion kit
Average cost: $159

This, like the kit above, allows you to take
your OEM carburetor and modify it (usually
requires drilling and sometimes tapping) for
use with low pressure propane or low
pressure natural gas in the 9-13”wc range.
This also includes the single/twin stage
regulator, tank connection and hose needed if
you want to connect to a BBQ/100lb tank..
You will LOSE the ability to run gasoline with
this conversion kit.

High pressure venturi
Liquid/Vapor propane conversion kit
Average cost: $550 - $750

This kit is most commonly used with welder
applications. This is designed for use in rough
environments with heavy use. This kit will
connect directly to a forklift tank, the liquid
propane is fed into a vaporizer which is
heated by the engine (mounts close to the
engine head) and then fed into the T60 which
regulates and controls the fuel. This will also
work with vapor tanks. You can still run the
engine on gasoline with this kit installed on
most units.


